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Introduction

PLAN203 Studio

SMART City Muncie

In Spring 2022, twelve urban planning students in PLAN203 Regional Analysis and Design

Studio of Ball State University investigated SMART (Sustainable, mobile, affordable, resilient

and technological) city options for the former Chevrolet plant at 1200 W Eighth St. in

Muncie, Indiana. In 2021, the city of Muncie purchased this 53-acre site from the RACER

(Revitalizing Auto Communities Environmental Response) Trust intending to build a solar

field on the property.

“This property’s unique combination of size and location makes it ideally suited for a project

that will make Muncie a regional leader in the generation of clean, renewable energy, and

positions our community to attract additional investment from businesses that are focused
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on sustainability,” Mayor Dan Ridenour said.

Partnering with the City of Muncie, and with the generous support of Ball State University’s

Immersive Learning office, students applied GIS (Geographic Information System) skills to

study land use, zoning, and other preexisting conditions of the site. Utilizing 15 acres of solar

installation on the property that was proposed earlier in 2022, students investigated SMART

city options for the site. The result of this study will be presented in the Spring 2022 Ball

State University Immersive Learning Showcase.

Muncie at a Glance →
Introduction
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Muncie at a Glance
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glance

The base map highlights important natural amenities in

Muncie like lakes, rivers, and parks. Institutional services are

marked such as universities and emergency services.

Infrastructural features of Muncie are shown like major

roads and trails.

Zoning tells what uses are legally permitted on a parcel of

land. Most land in Muncie, sixty percent, is zoned for a

residential use. Both commercial and industrial comprise the

second highest share of Muncie's land at approximately

fifteen percent each.

Land use shows what types of functions or acitivities take

place within a parcel. The land use of a pacel can vary from

what the land is classified under zoning. Just over a third of

land in Muncie is used for residential while about a fifth is

used for commerical.

Delaware County currently has an average population density

of 0.45 person/acre, which is 0.16 units higher than the

Indiana state average. The densest part of Muncie, indicated

in dark red, consists of the Northern half of Riverside, Ball

State University, and Westridge.

There are four school districts aside from Muncie Community

Schools whose boundaries reach into the corporate limit of

Muncie. Within Muncie's corporate limit there are 7

elementary schools, 3 middle schools, and 1 high school.

There are 52 neighborhoods that weave together to make the

city of Muncie. Our site is in Thomas Park/Avondale.
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Muncie Population Density
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Muncie Neighborhood Map
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History of the Former Chevy Site
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/smart-city-muncie/history-of-the-

former-chevy-si

Muncie Chevrolet Plant aerial view, retrieved from Ball State University Digital Media

Repository

Current aerial view of the former Chevy Site
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Muncie’s reputation as an industrial city begins at the turn of the 20  century and it quickly

becomes home to a number of glass manufacturers, iron and steel mills, industrial factories,

and fabricators, with a growing working-class community. According to the Indiana

Historical Society, the industrialization peak of Muncie was in the 1950s during the post-

World War II boom and it was once home to more than one hundred factories and

manufacturers.

Chevrolet Plant in Muncie began manufacturing transmissions for passenger cars and trucks

in 1935 in its Eighth Street location. Rapid expansion followed in the 50s and 60s, and

several large additions and new facilities were erected to house the plant’s growing product

lines. At its peak, it employed more than 3,400 people.

But as the US auto industry struggled with recessions and competition in the 70s and

80s, Chevrolet began a long process of layoffs and facility closings. The company finally

closed its manufacturing facility in Muncie in March 2006. Demolition was completed in

2009. According to the RACER Trust, which is in charge of site cleanup for the former GMC

properties, its soil and groundwater are contaminated with solvents and hazardous

substances due to the long history of industrial activity on the property.

In January 2021, the RACER Trust and the City of Muncie announced they have reached an

agreement for the city to purchase the 53-acre main parcel of RACER’s former Chevrolet

property. The city intends to build a solar field on the property with up to 24.6 million kWh

of generating capacity.

 

 

th
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Definition and History of Smart Cities
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history-of-smar

Immersive Learning Showcase Spring 2022

Figure 1 Smart Cities Graphic from APA PAS Report 599

What is a Smart City?

There are many different definitions of the term "smart city." Every city that tries to become

a smart city, and any company or organization involved in smart city-related activities, has its

own definition. Based on the PAS report from the American Planning Association, a smart
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city is a city that has equitably integrated technology, community, and nature to enhance its

livability, sustainability, and resilience while fostering innovation, collaboration, and

participatory co-creation. Planners need to care about smart city concepts as it helps them

stay relevant. The world around us is constantly evolving with the use of technology, so

planners need to keep in touch with the various means that can make our process more

efficient and produce quicker results that are more sustainable in the long run.

Figure 2 Example of an IBM-360 Computer by Bundesarchiv

Figure 3 Image of Amsterdam by Dcubero

Smart City History
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The beginning of the smart city movement can be traced back to the development of

computer analytical capabilities during the third industrial revolution. In 1974, the Los

Angeles Community Analysis Bureau used IBM-360 mainframe computers to develop a

database of 550 social and physical factors for census tracts through the city, referred to as a

Cluster Analysis of Los Angeles. The project's goal was to inform policy and action to alleviate

poverty and address blight. The vision of the project's creators was to create a control panel

that would provide real-time data to urban policy decision-makers. But it sadly was not

possible with the level of available technology at that time. This project foreshadowed the use

of big data and the establishment of online data portals by contemporary smart cities.

Then in 1994, Amsterdam established a De Digital Stad (DDS), which translates to The

Digital City, marked as the proper start of the term "smart city." DDS was a free net designed

to provide easy access to the internet and improve communication between the government

and residents. Unfortunately, the initiative ended in 2001 when its municipal subsidy was

discontinued. However, volunteers carried on the project independently. And in 2009, the

Amsterdam Smart City platform was launched, a public-private partnership encompassing

governmental agencies, knowledge institutions, companies, and foundations. To this day,

Amsterdam continues to be a leader in the smart city revolution.

Figure 4 Image of Songdo by Dongjun Kim
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Figure 5 Rendering from Sidewalk Labs of Toronto’s Quayside

Figure 6 Barcelona Superblock by Alamy
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The Evolution of Smart Cities

There are three key players in the evolution of smart cities. First is Boyd Cohen, a researcher

in smart cities' sustainable development. He defined the cities into three categories:

Smart City 1.0: A technology-driven development

Smart City 2.0: A technology-enabled development led by the city

Smart City 3.0: A citizen co-created development

Then came Herman van den Bosch, a management development professor and curator for

Amsterdam Smart City. He proposed that the term "smart city" be replaced with the term

"inclusive city" as he highlights the importance of community involvement. 1.0 has none, 2.0

has limited, and 3.0 takes community involvement to the next level. He also defined the

smart city evolutions in further detail.

Smart City 1.0 adopts smart city solutions without understanding the implications for

its residents. It is often initiated solely by tech companies, and its success is based on

efficiency and performance improvements. A good example would be South Korea's

Songdo International Business District. Although it is a technology-focused

development, it did not expand further beyond that.

Smart City 2.0 has more forward-looking municipal leaders and administrators who

play a role in implementing technological innovation in the city. An example would be

Sidewalk Labs' plan for Toronto's Quayside. This development is technologically

advanced and is being led by the municipality but lacks community involvement.

Smart City 3.0 is when local government and community members collaborate to

determine the best use of smart technology in their city. A good example is Barcelona,

Spain. The city's municipal leaders used technology to connect to the public directly

and work side by side to decide what is best for their city.

Lastly, ESI ThoughtLab came into the picture. They are an economic consulting agency that

has researched the development of smart cities. And they introduced smart city 4.0. This

version uses technology, data, and community engagement to achieve the United Nation's

Sustainable Development Goals.
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Figure 7 The United Nations Goals from un.org

Figure 8 Community Meetings by Kritzolina
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Figure 9 Community Meetings by Germanna CC

How to Achive Smart City 4.0

There are many obstacles to keep an eye on when striving for 4.0 evolution:

Gaining the support of citizens

Speed of development to keep up with needs

Complexity of procurement

Keeping up to date with technology

Policies and barriers

And managing cybersecurity

As community involvement is the crucial differentiating factor between the smart cities'

evolutions, gaining community support is the most important and challenging factor. People

already feel there is a lack of information on the topic, making them hesitant in return. So, it

is essential to reach out and inform the people along the way. There are also factors that one

must balance. Keep in mind, though, that each city will have its unique mix. Those factors

are:

Governance: top-down vs. bottom-up planning

Data: Closed vs. open access & surveillance vs. privacy

Technology: tech in control vs. people in control & tech as the end vs. tech as the means

Priorities: Economy first vs. sustainable development & exclusion vs. inclusion
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Integrating the Smart City into Planning Practice 

Smart cities are changing contemporary practice, so planners need to be ready for it.

Outlined bellow are various ways planners can incorporate smart city thinking into daily

practice. 
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The Role of Planners in Smart Cities
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planners-in-smart-

Planners today have at their disposal a rapidly expanding portfolio of tools, skills, and

methodologies to harness for more effective planning. Two important points to know are, as

change agents in their communities, planners should see innovative technologies as

opportunities to improve the quality of life for all while being entrepreneurial and providing

leadership for communities seeking to embrace smart city approaches. Also, regardless of the

ever-changing technologies of the current moment, planners must not get distracted from

their core functions and skills, which are as relevant as ever in this dynamic environment.
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Key Competence to Plan with Smart Cities 

There is two key competence to plan with smart cities. First,  Data mining and Urban

analytics. Collecting data is a very vital step in planning. Cities are able to track and collect

data through various different forms. The expansion of the internet today and digital services

has created a world of connected devices. Many smart city applications collect data while

fulfilling their purpose for a service or system. Second, Experimentation in the virtual world.

Planners create plans and implement them without further prototyping or experimenting.

Planners have used urban labs to pilot smart city solutions, but this still poses challenges,

urban labs are not real laboratories, but real-world settings that experiment with real

people’s lives.
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Strategic Foresight and Scenario Planning

Integrating foresight into long-range planning can help planners create a community vision

that prepares for suture uncertainties while giving them the agility to adjust and pivot along

the path toward the future. Foresight is an approach that aims at making sense of the future,

understanding drivers of change that are outside of one’s control, and preparing for what

may lead to success or failure in the future. 

Trend scanning: researching existing, emerging, and potential future trends and related

drivers of change

Signal sensing: identifying developments in the far future and in adjacent fields outside

of the conventional planning space that might impact planning 

Forecasting: estimating future trends 

Sense-making: connecting trends and signals to planning to explore how they will

impact cities, communities, and the way planners do their work

Scenario planning: creating multiple plausible futures 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/smart-city-muncie/item/26
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Design Thinking

Another methodology to create more agility and integrate feedback into planning processes is

a process called design thinking. It has the greatest value when dealing with unprecedented

situations, unexpected disruptions, and uncertain change, in which the future will almost

certainly be unlike the past 

1. Researching: understanding a situation by mapping relationships and connections 

2. Reframing: repositioning or reimagining the problem to achieve better outcomes 

3. Ideating: describing and diagramming as many responses or solutions as possible 

4. Prototyping: testing the most promising ideas as quickly and at as low a cost as

possible 

5. Iterating: assessing the results and repeating the process to find the best solution 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/smart-city-muncie/item/26
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Translating Technology to Community Needs

Planners translate technology to community needs. Processes such as design thinking are

useful to create the connection between the plan and the community members who will

ultimately live in the city the plan was made for. Planning needs to be people-centric; smart

city applications combined with the right processes can improve participatory processes,

augment community engagement, and ensure focus on the individuals of a community and

their diverse identities. Planners do not have to become experts in information and

communications technology, but they need a basic understanding of emerging technologies

to know how they can be used to achieve better outcomes for communities. 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/smart-city-muncie/item/26
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Planning Approaches

Planners can choose one of the three general approaches to planning. The first is a project-

driven approach. This is by far the most common approach to date, this method consists of a

local government or sponsor organization identifying and using a promising smart cities

application to help solve a particular community problem or improve community service.

The project-driven approach uses new tools and technologies to solve a community problem. 

The second is the incremental approach. This is another option is to use an individual smart

cities project as a pilot initiative not only to solve an immediate problem but also to begin

developing a larger smart cities capability. Local government or other organization conducts

one or several pilot smart city initiatives not only to solve individual problems and build

understanding to contribute to the growth of a larger smart city ecosystem. The incremental

approach can help a local government develop the knowledge and organizational

infrastructure to construct a more integrated approach to building smart cities.

Third, is the Holistic-city approach. One way to do this is to take a planning-driven approach

that identifies shared goals and builds an integrated portfolio of smart cities applications to

pursue them. The establishment of a smart city vision and goals at the outset allows the local

government to harness the power of smart cities technologies in service to community values

and a larger community vision, in many cases building on the local government’s existing

city-wide strategic plan or comprehensive plan. The vision and goals can then be used to

create a roadmap for implementation and help prioritize individual projects to pursue, with

regular feedback loops to facilitate nimble adjustments over time. 

Smart City Core Values 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/smart-city-muncie/item/26
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Smart city planners use two core values. The first core value is the non-planning approach to

holistic cities. This is when planners are attempting to achieve the same goals as smart cities,

some non-planners have no doubt achieved some success, but others often fall short. The

second core value is interior urbanism. This core value refers to large interior spaces that

behave like cities in some ways.

Strategic Points of Interventions

1. Vision and goal setting: planners can help engage stakeholders in setting goals and

developing a shared vision for smart cities. The commitment of the planning profession

to empowering all voices is particularly important in addressing the need for digital

equity. 

2. Plan making: planners can use these plan-making skills to help develop smart cities'

strategic plans. This includes organizations and plan-making process and successfully

executing it to create a shared vision and a compelling pathway forward. 

3. Standards, regulations, policies, incentives: once decision-makers have established

high-level public policies regarding smart cities, planners can help translate these into

requirements for new development projects and more detailed policies, standards,

operating procedures, and incentives to help implement the smart cities vision and

goals. 

4. Development Review: planners can then apply these new requirements on a parcel-by-

parcel basis where they intersect with the plan review process for proposed new

developments. 

5. Public Investment: planners can help identify, prioritize, and, in some cases,

implement public infrastructure projects to advance smart cities goals, such as smart

traffic signal systems or public wifi supported by smart poles in high-use areas such as

downtowns. 

6. Programs: planners can also help implement new programs such as online public

meetings and initiatives. 

7. Processes:  A final area of intervention for planners is to advance the use of different

ways to explore and visualize the future. In a rapidly changing world, scenario planning

can help communities better understand potential futures to help build greater

community resilience and shorten response times to address emerging challenges and

opportunities.
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Smart City Option: Microgrids
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microgrids

Microgrids

A microgrid is a local energy grid with control capacity. This means that the grid has the

ability to disconnect from the traditional grid and operate autonomously. When a microgrid

operates separately from the traditional grid, it is functioning as an island. Most commonly,

microgrids are used in small scale applications, usually only providing energy to a singular

entity like a single-family home or a critical facility such as a hospital.

In-Case of Emergency

Microgrids can provide resiliency and independence to the facilities that make use of them.

In the event of an emergency where the traditional grid may be disrupted, the microgrid

seamlessly transitions to functioning as an island and provides energy from self-generated

sources. Many microgrids make use of renewable energy and photovoltaic panels to ensure

indefinite energy flow while operating as an island.

Normal Operations

When a microgrid is operating in tandem with the traditional energy gird, it can reduce the

cost and environmental impact of the building that it serves. Most traditional grids use non-

renewable resources to generate electricity, therefore a microgrid can offset that

consumption with renewable energy sources. The microgrid can operate at any scale to suit

any purpose.
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A digaram showing how a single facilility such as a hospital or office building might use a

microgrid. Diagram by Martin Spink.

Microgrids at the Community Scale

Microgrids have conventionally been used at the individual scale to provide savings and

independence to one household or facility at a time. As people have begun to think in the

context of smart cities, there is an increased interest in the resiliency of cities’ power grids.

While one solution to make cities more resilient could be individual microgrids for each

building, a more holistic and efficient approach is a microgrid that is able to serve the entire

community together.

Community Resiliency

The idea is that buildings within the city would each implement sustainable solutions to

generate power locally, and during normal operations that power would offset power

consumption from the traditional grid on an individual level. In the case of an emergency

where the power grid wasn’t available, non-essential buildings would divert their energy

generation to essential services within the city to ensure that the city can sustain itself as long

as is necessary until the traditional grid is back up and running.
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A digram showing how individual facilities can connect their microgrid solutions to create

one large microgrid. Diagram by Martin Spink.

Case Studies

Image of Chelsea in the foreground of Boston.

Chelsea, MA

A city that has promised to create a "microgrid without borders" that will foucus on equity

and sustianability while also providing the community with power grid resiliency and

independence.

The city of Chelsea is going to implement their microgrid incrementally. The first building to

be connected to the microgrid will be City Hall. Chelsea City Hall houses a 911 call center and

police station. The essential building acts as a command center in cases of emergency. The

microgid will expand to other bulidings as funding and resources become available. The grid

will make use of a large bank of batteries as well as solar panels and generators that run on

biodeisel or bio-derived methane.
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Image of bins in a Direct Relief warehouse.

Direct Relief

Direct Relief has partnered with Tesla to create a microgrid that will ensure the safe and

secure storage of life saving medicines like insulin. The direct releif warehouse can then

distribute these medications as during crisis to those who are in need.

Image of a Tesla Powerpack.
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Tesla Powerpack

Tesla powerpack is a scalable, commercial-scale battery storage solution that can be used to

store electricity to be dispatched at a later time.

The Tesla power wall is a residential energy storage solution and is one of the most popular

home energy storage options available.

Application in Muncie

Each city is unique and therefore each city would have a unique microgrid but some good

starting points for Muncie include incremental growth, an emphasis on justice, and policy

geared towards sustainability. I imagine that if Muncie were to begin building a city-wide

microgrid it would be a slow, steady process that would start with essential public buildings

similarly to Chelsea. While Muncie may not experience the same severe weather as

Massachusetts, tornadoes and winter storms continue to pose a threat to the power grid each

year and therefore Muncie could greatly benefit from increased sustainability and resilience.
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Image from carbonbrief.org

Defining Brownfield

Brownfields are previously developed sites with hazardous contaminants in the soil.

Common examples would be post-industrial sites, abandoned gas stations, and

abandoned laundry facilities.

Brownfields are areas of disinvestments and economic decline because they serve no

purpose to the community.

These areas often threaten public health, signal neglect, and make refinancing difficult.

However, brownfields are also often centrally located near city centers or along transit

routes. This means that if adequately redeveloped, it can be a cathartic reinvestment in

the community and the nearby neighborhoods.
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Image from google.com

Defining Urban Agriculture

Urban agriculture is considered any agricultural practice done in cities. They can be

large, small, private, or public. Most common examples are recreational uses such as

personal backyard, community, or rooftop gardens.

Larger spaces can be used for commercial use where revenue is generated from crops.

These uses display public interest in locally grown food.

They help improve the environment, provide healthy food choices, support economic

development, and help engage and join the community together.

It is important to keep in mind existing community needs, local resources, and local

policies and legislation before implementing urban agriculture.
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Image from flickr.com

Fremont Community Garden

Established in the mid-1960s in Sacramento, California, formally known as the Ron

Mandella Community Garden. It was designated for a housing development in 1978 but

remained undeveloped.

In 2001, the Capital Area Development Authority (CADA) attempted to build a

residential development on the land, and the community fought back.

In 2002, CADA, the City of Sacramento, and the State Department of General Services

agreed to keep the plot as a community garden.

However, they also discovered the soil was contaminated. After removing 1,700 cubic

yards of contaminated soil and replacing it, it was deemed safe for gardening.

The community garden, standing strong to this day, collects rainwater and reuses it for

irrigation, has 50 garden plots, four of which are ADA accessible, along with ADA

compliant walkways.

Eventually, CADA transferred ownership of the property over to the City of

Sacramento, where it became part of the city's Community Garden Program.

Example of Community Involvement & ADA accessibility.
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Image from atlasobscura.com

Pasona Urban Farm

Designed by New York firm Kono Designs, a nine-story office building in Tokyo, Japan,

combines urban farming and office space.

Was a refurbishing of a 50-year-old building into an office, auditorium, cafeteria,

rooftop garden, and urban farming facilities. A total of 19,974 square meters of space

and 3,995 square meters are dedicated to agriculture with over 200 species of plants.

All food I harvested, prepared, and served on-site.

The building has a double green façade with flowers on the façade and orange trees on

small balconies.

Inside, suspended tomato vines separate conference tables, lemon and passion fruit

trees used as partitions, with salad leaves and bean sprout grown behind benches and

in table centerpieces.

Example of mixed uses alongside agriculture.
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Image from lacitemaraichere.com

La Cité Maraîchère

La Cité Maraîchère, or translated to "the market garden city," is a municipal facility for

urban agriculture and sustainable food in the suburbs of Romainville, France.

Built by a French architecture firm Ilimelgo, it is a 1,000 square meter greenhouse that

maximizes sunlight and natural ventilation to create a "controlled" bio-climatic

environment along with vertical farming.

This greenhouse stands as the city's dedication to sustainability, education, and local

economic participation.

The ground floor is an education space and shop, and the upper floors house the

farming containers with an irrigation system of collected rainwater and modular

growing beds.

Example of self contained growing beds. This vertical farm is success story for urban

agriculture as a municipal facility.
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Image from mkbdesign.net

Green Era Energy and Urban Farming Campus

This project in Chicago is another example of urban agriculture on a former brownfield. The

project had funding from the Environmental Protection Agency, Bears Care, Citigroup,

Chicago Community Trust, Pritzker-Traubert Foundation, and the City of Chicago.
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examples of smart poles useage.

 Smart Pole is simply a solar-powered lamppost that may happen to provide an electronic

display of the weather. However, according to Engineer Jame Lapham with PMG

Corporation, who specializes in the installation of 5G telecommunication devices, a Smart

Pole can be so much more. 

A true Smart Pole must be one that incorporates a variety of the elements listed below.

They're the true representation of what a Smart Pole should actually integrate into the

telecommunication network of a city. The following list is not exhaustive, and may include

other components as well:

Energy-efficient LED lighting, signage, and street illumination

A concealed, sophisticated and modern camera system capable of monitoring license

plates, human faces, and other important surveillance aspects. This camera should

additionally be wired into a larger security information database

Smart Pole should serve as a Wifi Hotspot

Weather and Air quality monitoring systems linked to a larger weather databases

Electric Vehicle Chargers (EVC)

LED Informational display to display relevant up to date locational information

These combined elements are that constitute a Smart Pole. 
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How does a Smart Pole work?

A smart pole works by using small-cell base stations that are housed within the pole. Since

they work within a city street lighting infrastructure, smart poles make it possible for city

planners to densify urban network capacity and coverage at their own pace with minimal

disruption. 
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Example of a Clover in the street

Balance Between Nature and Technology 

In Paris, France there is a new biolific-inspired lamp post appearing in the city. Mathieu

Lehanneur is a French industrial designer who created the "Clover: mixes energy function

and materials by combining lamp posts and seating, with wood and solar panels. 

The Power Balance

A Smart Pole technology is the use of Automated Enforcement for two uses: Traffic Rules and

Toll Collection. These two types of automated enforcement for traffic regulations took over

the responsibility of law enforcement in some locations, where manpower could be

redirected, as cameras can be enabled for continuous administration.
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From Brownfield to Playfield by Holly Sedler

Biophilic Redesign of a Former Chevy Site by Bridget Mudd

A Blooming Vision for The Growing Future by Shelby

Alexander

Disaster Preparedness Warehouse by Cole Yazel

Manufactured home community plan by Grayson Cates

Modernizing Muncie: Electric Vehicle Infrastructure by

Martin Spink

Heartland History Park and Education Center  by Brenden

Resnick

Wahpekahmekunk Sustainable Energy Park Rendering Site

plan, by Jerome Zirnheld

Urban Agriculture: Establishing a new identity for Muncie by

Therese Heiden

All of the students' proposals and project narratives were

summarized in the project StoryMap: https://arcg.is/09ezSb
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About Us
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Immersive Learning Showcase Spring 2022

PLAN203 Studio Cohort

Spring 2022 PLAN 203 studio cohort consists of twelve students majoring in Urban Planning

and Development under the supervision of Dr. Sanglim Yoo.

(L to R: M. Cole Yazel, Grayson Cates, Holly Sedler, Jerome Zirnheld, Brenden Resnick,

Joseph Gassensmith, María Henriquez, Martin Spink, Shelby Alexander, Clarissa Carrigan,

K. Therese Heiden, and Bridget Mudd.)

← StoryMap: Smart City Muncie

About Us
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